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DONORS HELP MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
"A society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they
know they shall never sit in.”
Greek Proverb
Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre strives to ensure that NO PERSON is turned away
because they cannot manage to cover the R100 per week fee covering an average of
4 sessions rendered by our professional staff. 65% of our clients do not pay for services
they receive. As long as there is a need for treatment, we will provide services to
anyone who enters our doors.
YOU MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE
Looking back, we need to acknowledge the investment of those who understand our
dilemma. Those who come forward to help. Those who ensure we are able to carry the
loss of income through their pledge to support the cause. We cannot do what we do
without your help. However big or small your contribution, know that it makes a HUGE
difference in the life of CTDCC.
5 YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
Our 5 year plan continues in the face of this technical recession. Our progress may be
slow, but we are intent on ensuring our doors remain open for the benefit of those who
need our services. It is our express resolve to increase our unspecified income, thus
allowing for us to better assist the community we were founded to serve.
LIST OF DONORS
Over R20 000.00

R100 to R19 999.00

Add YOUR name
here by donating
towards CTDCC
In Kind Donations

Department of Social Development
Community Chest
City of Cape Town [Ward allocation]
Peter Golding
Carl & Emily Fuchs Foundation
L&C Place (Mp Branch Contact)
Azriel & Moyra Fine Foundation
Jet Lee Will Trust
Jenny Marot
Mpact Plastic Containers(Atlantis)
Ashley Potts (Obs Staff)
Jacqui Michels (Staff Member)
Ashley Potts (Staff Member)
Gavin Ewers (Staff -Family)
Mogamat Sedick (Staff Member)
Faizah Bhayat (Staff Member)
Lara Van Nunen (Uct Dept Psychiatry)
Ethel's Place
Dr Minnaar
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Every bit helps!!!

If you would like to be part of our club 500 and can donate toward this cause,
however small or big;
R50

R250
R1000

R500
R

Per Month

We would welcome any amount towards our projects, please email us on
donations@drugcentre.org.za or whatsapp 0828876440. You could also drop off at
any of our branches!

HELP KEEP OUR DOORS
OPEN FOR ACCESSABLE
EFFECTIVE TREATMENT
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OUR MISSION

To treat and rehabilitate substance users and those
directly affected to bring about Transformation and
Recovery

OUR VISION

Transformed individuals in a transformed environment

OUR AIMS:













ENABLING PEOPLE to make informed choices and to take appropriate
responsibility regarding the use of mood altering substances
REDUCING THE HARM caused by mood altering substances in people’s lives
LIMITING THE INCREASE of substance abuse & dependence
Being ACCESSIBILE & AFFORDABLE to our target groups, particularly lower
income groups
Being ACCOUNTABLE to the people we serve
Creating an environment conducive to HEALING
INNOVATING & LEADING in our approaches to treatment, prevention &
training in South Africa
Responding with CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY to challenges, demands &
opportunities
MEASURING SUCCESS of our approaches through evaluation & research
INTEGRATING treatment, prevention & training services that can inform
each other
Recruiting & developing staff of a HIGH CALIBRE, representing the
communities we serve
Being ECONOMICALLY EFFICIENT & FINANCIALLY SELF-SUSTAINABLE

OUR VALUES:
LOVE, CARING, PROFESSIONALISM, ACCEPTANCE, FAITH, FELLOWSHIP,
PERSEVERANCE, PASSION
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OBSERVATORY

MITCHELL’S PLAIN

ATLANTIS

Senior Social Worker
Fairuz Mustapha

MANAGER
Senior Social Worker
Hazel Hess

MANAGER
Senior Social Worker
Janet Smit

Social Workers
Ncebakazi Ketani
Arlene Slabbert

Social Workers
Jammie-Lee Lemini

Social Workers
Mogamat Sedick
Lelethu Qotole
Lize Walker
Intern Counsellors
Michelle Adala Prevost
Delphine van Molle
Wesley Chipps
Thandile Mahobe

Intern Counsellors
Vacant

Intern Counsellors
Shandre Cornilius

Reception
Miriam Paulse

Reception
Theresa Eiman

General Worker
Bridget Cloete

General Worker
Karen Pilot

Reception
Vivienne Ewers
General Worker
Alida Rhoda

Psychiatrist Registrar
Only at Observatory

Psychiatrist Registrar
Only at Observatory

Psychiatrist Registrar
Rotational

Clinical Manager
Cathy Karassellos
Clinical Psychologist
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Chairman:
Deputy Chairman:
Treasurer:
Member:
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Sheldon Brandt
Don Wilson
Sheldon Haycock
Charl Davids
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Administrative Manager
Jacqui Michels
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Secretary: Sharon Kleintjes
Member: Eresha Benjamin
Member: Yacoob Hartley
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2018 Chairmans Report
My first year as chairperson of the CTDCC has been a varied and rewarding
experience. There have been many positive events in 2018 but also challenges
requiring difficult decisions.
Like so many other non-profit and non-governmental organisations in South Africa,
we have had to grapple with difficulties securing the funding to continue meeting our
mandate for service delivery. Ongoing financial difficulties due to the current
economic climate and challenging funding environment resulted in significant
budgetary constraints for the organisation. Our usual sources of funding were
reduced and delayed, and we had therefore to rely heavily on our limited financial
reserves.
To maintain our quality of service and comply with the mandate of our primary
funder, we unfortunately had to implement several emergency measures. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank my fellow board members and the management
team who were under severe pressure to make some very difficult decisions. The
hardest of these decisions was to retrench several permanent staff and cancel the
contracts of our outside service providers. These and other cost cutting measures
have allowed us to emerge both financially more resilient and clinically in a better
position to serve our clients.
The CTDCC has for many years been a leader in the field of substance abuse service
delivery in South Africa. The large demand for our services continued this year at all
three of our branches, namely Mitchells Plain, Atlantis and Observatory. This demand
reflects the continued need for affordable and accessible drug treatment services in
the Western Cape as well as the community’s awareness of the quality and
effectiveness of treatment services we provide. The clinical team has continued to
provide evidence-based treatment services, while adapting to the increasingly
complex patterns of substance use in the Western Cape. Consequently, the CTDCC
continues to be a sought-after practical training and internship site for social workers
and others.
Despite challenges, several positive changes have occurred within the CTDCC. First,
we have strengthened the professionalism of the clinical team which now comprises
only registered social workers. Second, we have strengthened the skill set of our
executive committee. I would therefore like to welcome Charl Davids, Sheldon
Haycock and Yacoob Hartley to the organisation. These new members of the
executive will enable us to enhance both clinical and financial oversight, thereby
making the organisation more robust to survive crises we are bound to face in the
future. The executive committee and management team are also exploring creative
ways with which to secure the financial health of the organisation, by improving and
diversifying our income streams and building on our clinical reach and expertise. I
look forward to reporting back on these plans in the future.
In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge and thank all the friends and supporters of
the organisation who, through financial or material donations, have helped
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support the CTDCC’s work, both this year and in previous ones. On a more
personal note, I want to thank the executive, management and staff for
making my first year as chairperson a positive and memorable one. I feel
very proud to be part of an organisation which is so committed to making a
difference in the communities it serves. It has been a privilege to see the
management and staff rise to the occasion and
work together to overcome some significant
obstacles this year and to come out the other
side positive and dedicated. At the end of this
reporting year, the CTDCC is stronger, wiser
and better prepared to meet the need of the
individuals, families and communities that we
serve.

Sheldon Brandt
Chairperson

SUPPORT IS CRITICAL
TO THE
JOURNEY OF ANY
SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY!!!
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Directors Report
The year reporting on has been challenging for staff and management. With
the current landscape of donors reducing their support, we were forced to
sadly retrench our Registered Counsellors. We replaced them with Social
workers as per instruction from the Department of Social Development. This
lowered staff morale, and created a waiting list due to time taken to
interview and train new staff. Management thanks staff for their assistance
and sacrifices made during this period.
Financial
We survived the year with much cost cutting.
We achieved another clean audit.
Our financial position is now stable but stretched and being redressed.
Part of our strategy is to aim for only 20% of our funding to be secured
from major donors, and 80% from small/ unspecified donors. This will
allow for more services beyond the standard specified funding.
Services provided
GROUPS / SESSIONS
Groups

Obs
96

MP
48

UNIT
Atl
47

Family

11

11

Orientation

93

95

PsychoEducational lectures

51

Adolescents

48

Supervision
Acupuncture
Aroma Therapy
Movement [Drama/Art]
Psychiatric
GP
Telephone Counselling
Email Counselling
Walk ins
Media [Radio, Newspaper, TV]
New Assessments
Returning Clients
Appointments not kept

No. PARTICIPANTS
MP
Atl
All
286
305
1387

All
191

Obs
796

11

33

183

104

71

358

78

266

865

559

254

1678

48

48

147

745

305

347

1397

47

47

142

669

601

107

1377

SESSIONS
Obs
276
0
263
679
63
42
1327
195
199
58
388
67
1022

MP
102
57
154
429
0
89
318
32
154
0
272
27
493

Atl
63
0
123
265
2
0
77
34
298
8
130
19
300

All
441
57
540
1373
65
131
1722
261
651
66
790
113
1815

Local Treatment Services
How often have you tried to hit bulls eye… do you hit it first time every
time? We have previously announced our desire to expand into areas
lacking much needed services.
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We believe sharing our model with local NPO’s will shift this dilemma, as
verified by recent UWC research.
Our only restraint from effecting this is finances.
We seek to collaborate with businesses for funding to ensure that every
sub-council [24] has a local CTDCC model program, with professionals
trained by us.
Looking Ahead
Less is more they say… We at CTDCC believe that less red tape and more
action through our model of best practice - is what will redress the growing
illness of addiction. Our goals include:
More community based training - Psycho Education Workshops for
5000 lay community members, e.g. SAPS, Health professionals,
Religious and community leaders;
More support groups to ensure maintained recovery. A significant gap
in recovery is failure to attend support groups due to accessibility. We
aim for every ward [116] to have a support group for both addicts in
recovery and family.
Social media counselling - Research shows that the average person
has a cell phone and can thus access social media. We aim to offer
social media counselling in flexi hours, track users post treatment, and
send daily support messages.
After hours services for families and users - Services are often not
available to families when needed. Although after hours services would
cost double, we aim to train 5000 field workers in local communities to
engage families and users during active use and prepare them for
referral to treatment. They will have a local voice that is known and
trusted as first responder in the communities.
In Conclusion
As director of CTDCC - a leader in the industry - I am pleased to state that
we constantly seek to refine what we do. We believe that there are
meaningful ways of redressing the substance abuse challenge and meeting
the needs of our people effectively. We appeal to the many who have been
impacted through our services and believe in what we do, to also own this
journey. By making contributions, you will increase our ability to serve
those needing assistance. Your investment [R10, R50, R500 or R5000] will
help us grow this vision.

It takes a village to raise a child: it takes a community
to help an addict.
Feel free to call or whatsapp me on 0828876440 or email ashley@drugcentre.org.za .
I value and welcome your input and critique on this journey.

Ashley Potts
Director
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AGM overview: Atlantis
This has been both a challenging and rewarding year for Atlantis Branch. When our
doors opened in early January, the branch manager Sharee Huysaman was on
maternity leave. Locum manager Janet stepped into Sharee’s daunting shoes.
CTDCC, like many other organisations in Atlantis, faced financial challenges. The
consequences of this financial environment included the closure of another major
outpatient service in Atlantis (SANCA). This led to an influx of enquiries and clients at
our Branch. The numerous walk-in enquiries, which we refer to as Early
Interventions, create opportunities for us to offer brief motivational interviewing as a
precursor to treatment.
The work load was appropriate for three social
Without awareness and
workers, but the branch only has two funded
posts. During this time CTDCC also
understanding from the
experienced direct consequences of Dept of
community TRUE healing
Social Development funding requirements.
The department only fund social workers. The
and recovery is not possible.
result was that all the registered counsellors
at CTDCC were retrenched, including our branch manager Sharee. Janet was asked to
step in as permanent manager. Despite this unexpected change, staff remained
positive. Another change was the elective transfer to Observatory branch of one of
the experienced Social workers, Lize Walker. This resulted in the challenges of
needing to appoint and train a new Social worker. This meant that we could only
accommodate a limited number of new clients during this period. The appointed
Social worker, Jammy-Lee Lemini, is now fully trained, thus we expect a steady
increase in client numbers.
Future goals:
Continuing to see the person behind the number;
Break down stigma around substance abuse;
Rebuild networks of communication & understanding within the
community
Despite all these challenges, the Atlantis Branch is still meeting the target number of
clients required by the department. This is good, but what stood out this year is that
a client is not just a number, a client is also a person….
In a society that is number driven it is easy to just chase numbers and forget that
these numbers are also people. This year we focused on the person behind the
number or statistic. We emphasised rendering caring services to all people. This year
our aim was to break down stigma. We spread information on addiction as an illness
and not something that needs to be punished. We spent a significant amount of time
reaching out to the community - trying to see and reach the person behind the
number.
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At CTDCC we also emphasise supporting and educating the family and community, e.g.
on platforms like Radio Atlantis and Weskus newspaper.
This was a year of learning, growth and change. This year we saw the person behind
the number.

A client is not just a number, a client
is also a person!!
Wish list:
This vision of healing and recovery can be achieved through donations such as:














Stationary, e.g. printing paper, pens, printer ink
Whiteboard markers, whiteboard duster
Diaries for 2019
Laptops/ computers
6 x TV and DVD player
Projector
Advertising services
Cash donations
Tissues, cleaning products- we need a healthy building!
Vacuum cleaner
Art supplies- for our art group, like paint, brushes, paper
Office chairs (matching those we already have)
Our own rent-free building – as we are currently renting office space
We also would like to thank all of the stakeholders that have
supported us during this year, especially Radio Atlantis who
offered us the opportunity to speak on air and to Weskus Nuus
who published our articles regularly.

Janet Smit
Senior Social Worker / Manager
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Active Addiction to Active Recovery
[

Active recovery is only sustained if given the same amount of effort as was
ploughed into active addiction.
Recovery is hard work requiring enormous effort and determination. If unwilling to
make the same degree of personal sacrifice for recovery as he did for drugs, the
addict is unlikely to succeed in recovery. By requiring addicts to contribute financially
– i.e. placing a value on treatment - we are helping them to consolidate their
commitment to recovery.
We are not suggesting stealing, prostituting or manipulating to pay for treatment. We
are suggesting employing equal creativity, personal effort, and perseverance in
pursuing recovery as was spent pursuing drugs. For example:



finding a casual job
budgeting differently, cutting our luxuries

It’s not the what
but the how…

Addicts in active addiction value their drugs so highly that they prioritize drugging
over everything else in their lives. They exert great effort and take risks to obtain
drugs, for example:




illegal activities such as theft; dealing drugs
self-damaging actions such as prostitution; begging at robots
interpersonal negatives such as lying and manipulating

When addicts engage in treatment, families can take a paternalistic approach to
the cost factor. They maintain that, although the addict always found money for
drugs, this was through damaging activities, thus he cannot be expected to
contribute to the cost of treatment. This means that the addict takes a passive role
in terms of cost, and families either pay, or expect NGO’s to offer free services.
We challenge this perception. Contributing financially to treatment is a necessary
part of being in active recovery and taking responsibility for one’s life.
Other aspects of moving from
active addiction into active recovery





Addicts in recovery also need to take
behavioural, social and emotional
accountability, e.g.

Getting to treatment sessions on time – if the drug merchant was only
available until a certain time, they would ensure they got there
Changing friendships which threaten their recovery
Taking responsibility for emotions which could create blocks in recovery,
and getting help
Active recovery s aves our lives. It is worth the cost and effort
required.
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17 people around an addict are impacted by the illness. This means we are almost ALL
affected by someone’s addiction. Thus we each have a role to play in sharing the burden
of cost

What IS the REAL COST of Treatment?
How is the cost of treatment
perceived?
There is often a sense of entitlement in
the community that treatment should
just be provided. The perception is that
it is the government’s responsibility to
offer treatment that is:
available immediately;
at no cost;
for lengthy admissions;
guaranteed to “fix” their addict.
When service users approach CTDCC,
there is usually the assumption that it
is fully funded by the Department of
Social Development. This is not the
case. The Department covers
approximately 70% of our running
costs on a lean budget. We must
source the balance to keep our doors
open, and contributions from service
users can play a significant role in this
challenge.

What is the real cost?
We charge a hugely reduced rate of R100
per week at Observatory branch, and at
our Atlantis and Mitchells Plain branches
fees are on a voluntary donation basis.
Residents of shelters and children’s homes
are not charged fees.
We always inform service users that the
real cost to us is R1066 per client per
week. What is easy to overlook, however,
is that this amount is based on our current
budget, which does not reflect our current
needs, for example:
We are not able to pay our Social
Workers market-related salaries, and
thus often lose valuable, experienced
staff to higher paid jobs;
We are not able to maintain our
premises to best advantage, e.g.
regular painting;
We cannot afford the costs associated
with effective and ongoing marketing
drives.

How can I play a role?
The truth is that many people would like to contribute to keeping our service
running optimally, but don’t know how. For example:
Former clients, who have benefitted directly from this service, and feel that
donating to this cause is in fact part of their recovery process;
Families who have utilized services such as our Family Workshops, and
wish to give back to an organization which was there for them when they
felt desperate;
The average community member – you and I – who recognize that addiction is an
issue that affects us all, and something we can all play a role in addressing.
What about “free” services?
As the saying goes,
“the only free lunch is in a mousetrap”!
Services which are perceived as “free”, e.g. programs at state rehab centres, do in
reality carry a cost. These services, funded by the Department of Social
Development, are financed by taxpayers’ money.
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Director’s position of intent towards 2022
As I reflect on another year of service delivery to 894 new service users, I deflect
slightly to offer a professional opinion followed by a layperson’s concept of the
predicament of those struggling with substance use. For many, including the family,
the user is regarded as a nuisance. This is sadly how we perceive those who actually
have a health challenge. Yes, they may have chosen to start using, but the resultant
impact of their uncontrolled use is a debilitating one. Once they’ve been exposed to
the drug, depending on their predisposition, they quickly [or slowly but surely] arrive
at a place of wanting/needing the drug regularly. This is no longer controlled by
choice but instead a medically induced illness that disempowers their ability to make
the choice to not use. The illness is explained to be such that it alters the brain’s
ability to make guided choices. They thus are dependent on the ‘fix’ to feel ‘normal’.
Over time, the craving to use becomes stronger and the means utilized to fulfil this
need destroys their connection to those around them.
I pause to ask this one question:
ARE WE DOING ENOUGH TO TRULY HELP THESE INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR
FAMILIES?
Yes, we aim to help them as they enter our care!
Yes, we offer the best treatments available!
Yes, we offer them and their families the care needed to enter recovery!
However, if I were to answer truthfully, I would have to say NO! We are not doing
enough to effectively deal with the health issue they face! A great deal more can and
needs to be done. The fact that treatment will always be needed does not mean that
it in itself will alter the face of our growing drug problem. It is time to talk about
drugs and to do so in a meaningful way that will alter the laws of our country.
Criminalising those who are struggling with the illness is NOT the solution. Placing
users in prison has proven to have a counter effect on our country and on the users
themselves. Drug Law Reform is urgently needed. We have several global examples
to learn from. Yet for reasons beyond my understanding, we continue to do what
does not work.
Another failed approach that ignores current research is our point of focus. If it is
true that for every one user, seventeen [17] others are affected, then would it not
make sense to be giving more attention to the seventeen [17] and not only the one
[1]? We therefore need to consider a treatment reform too. This means that we need
to give our attention to those not using in order to effectively help deal with those
who are using. A great deal more needs to go into helping those around the user the family, neighbours, community - to develop their understanding of the illness and
in so doing enable them to be of better support to the person in recovery.
Equal to the concern surrounding the family of the user is the ongoing punitive
approach of our legal system inflicted on our using community. We have collaborated
with the Global initiative of the International Drug Policy Consortium [idpc] to drive
the global vision of the Support. Don’t Punish initiative. You can follow this vision
on http://supportdontpunish.org/ . We fully support this drive as we, too, believe that
the harms caused by the ‘war on drugs’ should not be ignored. We have seen how
this approach, led by our government, is damaging the very persons and their
families we strive tirelessly to assist. It is our express belief that an end needs to be
sought to this pointless, very costly approach against users who have a health
challenge and not a criminal discord. In this we support the research and evidence of
success from countries such as Portugal and Canada.
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Our stance as a treatment provider is two-fold:
1. To Localise Treatment services
CTDCC [Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre], together with UWC [University of
the Western Cape] and USB [Stellenbosch University Business School] conducted
research proving the effectiveness of our treatment model and expresses clearly
the need for expansion of these services within the local communities. We
believe that this research helps us to understand the barriers to treatment, and
the impact on relapse due to the inability of users and their families to access
these much needed services. This is a practical solution, allowing for our
treatment model to be offered within local settings through established NPO’s
[Non Profit Organisations]. We aim to establish 24 new treatment sites ensuring
access to treatment within walking distance. We aim to see this implemented
within the next 5 years, on the funding being secured. We have 24 sub-councils
across the Cape Metropole and within each of these, we have a number of
structured/registered local NPO’s who have the required infrastructure to host a
CTDCC treatment programme. Once adequate funding is sourced, we will
partner with a local entity whom we will train to offer the complete treatment
programme we currently offer through our three [3] centres. This will allow for a
full CTDCC community based treatment service, including all levels of
intervention as prescribed by the DoSD [Department of Social Development],
and additional services, especially our flagship family interventions.
2.

To Increase the number of Psycho Education episodes
CTDCC has as a result of our combined research with UWC and USB, identified
the HUGE need for a vigorous drive to establish multiple episodes of training
through a carefully designed Psycho Education family workshop for families
of the user. These workshops would aid in the understanding of the illness as
well as allow for greater return for investment of the treatment model. In effect,
ensure that the 1:17 ratio would be flipped onto its head. The training would
provide an understanding of the behaviour associated with addiction. It would
also assist the user to return to a family and community better equipped to
respond to their recovery. This would ensure that the individual who is in active
recovery is supported and able to rebuild the trust.

Conclusion
It is time for a treatment shift that would ensure better return for our investment and
would allow for healthier communities. This however cannot happen overnight. It
needs to be balanced with the existing services, in order to
reduce the current methods of service delivery whilst
expanding the areas of delivery we believe would ultimately
effect the chance our country requires. We need all spheres
of government to participate in this vision, as well as
corporate social investment.
Step by step, we believe a client and family/community
centred approach would ensure that greater return for per
user investment would be achieved.
Ashley Potts
Director
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IN THE WORDS OF OUR CLIENTS
Family Workshop Feedback
In April, 19 participants attended this half-day workshop for the family members of
our clients – which runs monthly. They completed the following evaluation at the end
of the workshop – below is an example of answers for each question:
Did the family workshop meet your expectations?
100% answered Yes
What, if anything, would you change about the workshop?
Nothing – it was very informative and clearly explained.
Having a recovered addict tell his journey and give people hope.
How have you benefitted from today?
A better understanding of addiction.
Speaker from Naranon family support group really spoke hope into me.
Learnt to set boundaries and not just make threats.
To accept that I must change to help my son recover from his addiction.
Realising that dagga is just as real as any addiction.
How will you apply what you have learnt from the workshop today?
Take control of my life and stop feeling guilty.
Attend Naranon family support groups and set boundaries.
Take it one day at a time with baby steps.
Any other comments or suggestions?
Thank you CTDCC for giving me hope

If so, the Family Workshop offers you the opportunity to gain a better
understanding of addiction and how it affects you, as well as an opportunity
to share your experiences.
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Wat kan jy doen as jy ‘n geliefde het wat verslaaf is?
Die gedagte dat jou geliefde moontlik op dwelms kan wees is skrikwekkend. Jy voel
moontlik moedeloos, bekommerd en magteloos. ‘n Mens is geneig om te hoop dat so
iets nie in jou gesin gebeur nie. Wanneer so iets dan wel gebeur, voel jy moontlik
onvoorbereid oor hoe om die situasie te hanteer. Hier is ‘n paar aanbevelings van wat
jy kan probeer:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Luister na mekaar en moedig oop en eerlike kommunikasie in die gesin aan.
Raak bewus van die gevare van dwelmmiddels en verskaf inligting aan jou
geliefde van hulpbronne en hulp wat beskikbaar is. Soos die bekende stelling
lui, “Kennis dra mag”
Stel ‘n goeie voorbeeld deur positiewe keuses te maak wanneer dit kom by
jou eie gedrag, byvoorbeeld as dit kom by jou eie middel gebruik, deur eerlik
te wees.
Toon belangstelling in jou geliefde se lewe. Raak bewus saam wie, waar en
op watter aktiwiteite hul, hul tyd spandeer. Neem kennis van wat in hul
daaglikse lewens gebeur en hoe dit hul beïnvloed, byvoorbeeld deur hul te vra
oor hul dag.
Bespreek middel misbruik in ‘n ondersteunende, kalm , eerlike, maar ook
versorgende omgewing. Moedig jou geliefde aan om jou te vertel rakende
omstandighede waar hul in kontak gekom het met middels.
Stel duidelike grense rondom watter gedrag aanvaarbaar is, byvoorbeeld
dat u nie dwelmgebruik in die huis toelaat nie.
Bied ondersteuning aan in terme van jou geliefde se herstelproses. Probeer
na die persoon luister en probeer verstaan waardeur jou geliefde gaan.
Probeer aan jou geliefde die geleentheid bied om hul emosies met jou te
bespreek.
Wees bewus van jou eie proses en gedrag. Soms sonder dat familie dit
bedoel maak hul dit makliker vir hul geliefde om dwelms te gebruik,
byvoorbeeld u sien dalk dat u geliefde se gedrag ongewoon is, maar ignoreer
dit om konflik te vermei. In so ‘n mate maak jy dit eintlik makliker vir jou
geliefde om te gebruik.
Kry ondersteuning vir uself. Moenie bang of skaam voel om vir hulp te vra
nie. Net soos u geliefde hulp en ondersteuning benodig verdien u ook
ondersteuning.

Janet Smit
Senior Social Worker
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Treasurer’s Report
31 March 2018
The annual audited financial statements for the year ending in March 2018
have been issued by Valentine Sargeant and, as usual, the centre’s financial
records and accounting policies were found to be in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized
Entities.
Income for the year was R4 408 759 (8%) lower than in the previous year.
This was mainly due to the fact that we received the funds from Cape Town
Grant Aid, only received in June 2018 and a decrease in interest on our
investments.
The centre spent R5 115 910 (7%) less than in the previous financial year.
This was mainly due to a cost cutting exercise to reduce operating costs
We have revaluated our property and this has led to an increase of R9 045
575 in our Land and Buildings
Overall there was a loss of R707 151 in 2018 resulting in a 35% decrease of
the organisation’s accumulated funds from R2 024 916 to R1 317 765
The centre’s investment in the Alan Gray Money Market Fund earned
interest of R25 084 down from R94 949 (75%) from
the previous financial year. The fund was reduced by
R695 255 (95%) to cover operating cost
As always fundraising remains a major challenge.
Unfortunately, despite valiant attempts being made
to reduce costs and our reliance on the Department
of Social Development, they still provide 92% of the
centre’s income.
Sheldon Haycock
CTDCC – Treasurer
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Prevention Programme – DAD – Decision Affects Destinies
Research has shown that there are three trends that are on the increase and these
are of great concern to the well-being of our communities and society in general.
These are:
that more adolescents are trying drugs, at a much younger age than before,
that they are using harder substances such as Tik and Heroin,
the earlier the onset of substance abuse the lower the prognosis of recovery
becomes and the greater the negative impact.
Treatment on its own is however not all that allows for efficacy to sobriety. We have
seen how the context of professional treatment services along with the correct
environment is yet another factor needed. Through this prevention programme, we
focus on three learning outcomes;
Self – Increasing the ability to be resilient
Family – Ensuring that healthy relationships are cultivated
Community – Assisting youth to take ownership of their surroundings.

“Success is when preparation meets opportunity”
by Henry Hartman.
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Community and Addiction
Exchanging Helplessness for HOPE
Let us look at a day in the life of an average South African
community:
The teacher – seeing pupils who previously performed well falling
asleep - knowing drugs are the cause but feeling helpless;
The police officer – facing numerous angry complaints of theft knowing drugs are the cause but feeling helpless;
The pastor – being approached by another family concerned about
their son and expecting a solution - knowing drugs are the cause, but
feeling helpless;
The shopkeeper – worried he will soon close down if the youth keep
shop-lifting - knowing drugs are the cause but feeling helpless;
The local auntie – witnessing another child she baby-sat being
arrested - knowing drugs are the cause but feeling helpless;
The addict – not understanding he has an illness which is manageable
and can be treated….feeling shame, feeling helpless
Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre offers workshops for
communities; telephonic counselling; and effective treatment.
Cathy Karassellos
Clinical Psychologist
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Siblings – the ‘lost children’ of addiction
Much acknowledgement is given to the anguish of parents who have an
addicted child; the wife of an alcoholic husband; the children of a heroinaddicted mom. But those who are often forgotten in families facing addiction
are the siblings of the addict. Affected on so many levels but frequently
overlooked, they become invisible - the “lost children” of addiction.











Loss of parental attention – In families facing addiction, the focus is entirely
on the addicted child. Parents spend a lot of time trying to “rescue” or “fix” the
addict. They are sapped of emotional energy. In this chaotic environment there
is very little left for the other siblings.
Loss of communication – Communication in the family is severely
compromised. Not feeling heard, the sibling lowers their expectations of their
parents and learn to hide and internalize their feelings.
Loss of fairness – The sibling sees that the addict gets away with unacceptable
behavior such as stealing and lying. Parents spend a lot of money on rehab
centres. This results in the perception that the addict is favoured, that his needs
are more important than the other siblings.
Loss of honesty and trust – Not knowing how to make things better, the
sibling may lie to cover up for the addict. They could also be manipulated or
threatened into lying for the addict. They feel torn between loyalty to the parents
and loyalty to their sibling.
Loss of sibling relationship – What might previously have been a good sibling
relationship deteriorates rapidly as a result of the addiction. Rather than
spending time with their siblings, they seek out drug-using friends.
Loss of a safe home environment – The addict might steal money or
possessions from siblings. There could also be aggressive incidents related to
the drug use. The sibling loses the security of a safe home environment.
Fear of further loss and disaster in the family - The sibling may fear that
things will get even worse. Will Dad harm the addict in a rage of frustration? Will
Mom commit suicide in desperation and hopelessness? Or will the addict be
arrested or killed in a drug-related incident?

What should the sibling of an addict be offered?
Siblings over 12 can attend the half-day Family Workshop at CTDCC.

Addiction counsellors must alert parents to be aware of the needs and feelings
of other siblings in the family.
 Siblings should be included in family meetings at home,
and in family counselling sessions offered by the rehab
program.
 They can attend community family support groups such
as Naranon The family can access family therapy – e.g.
through FAMSA.
 The sibling may need individual therapy. The trauma
they have experienced can remain unconscious and
unprocessed, thus affecting them later in life.
Cathy Karassellos
Clinical Psychologist
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CTDCC Response to Dagga Bill
Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre has observed with interest the events which
have led up to the Bill permitting the recreational or medical use of dagga by adults
in their homes.
We understand and support the move away from criminalising drug users. We do,
however, feel it is our responsibility to highlight some concerns stemming from this
change in legislation:
The Bill does not in any form state that dagga is no longer potentially harmful
or addictive – it is merely decriminalising adults using at home. Unfortunately,
the Bill could easily be misperceived as a rubber-stamp for the safety of dagga
use
It is important for the public to understand that legalization of use does not
imply safety of use. Other legal substances – e.g. alcohol; sleeping tablets;
codeine medications – are addictive and cause great damage in many lives
The Bill refers to adults using in their homes. It does not give carte blanche to
adolescents to use dagga, either at home or at school. Adolescents are a
particular at-risk group (see below)
The new legislation will no doubt make it much harder for parents and schools to
enforce a ban on adolescents using dagga
At-risk groups include:ADOLECSENCE - who are at a crucial phase of social, emotional, physical,
intellectual and personality development. They are also facing academic
pressure in high school. In all these areas they are likely to be detrimentally
affected by dagga use. For example cognitive functions like memory and
concentration are compromised by dagga smoking; and adolescents who
depend on drugs like dagga and alcohol for confidence are less likely to
develop well-founded social skills;
PREGNANT WOMEN - who risk having smaller, less healthy babies as a result
of dagga smoking;
THOSE WITH PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESSES or the predisposition to psychiatric
illness, as dagga can precipitate psychotic episodes in these individuals.
In light of the above, we as a treatment centre have great concern about the
dangerous message inadvertently conveyed by this Bill. We may not initially see a
rise in dagga addiction. If, however, this legislation makes adolescents feel more
entitled to use dagga, we fear that within a couple of years we will be seeing far
more young adults with addictions to dagga.
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“it’s closer to home than you think…”

BANKING DETAILS:
Bank:
Branch:
Account No.:
Branch Code:
Ref:

Standard Bank
Mowbray
071362282
024909
Name and Cell No.
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